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Introduction
Public trust is fickle. Hard to obtain, even harder to
maintain, it can be lost in an instant. From the 1960s
onward, the medical community in North America
has advocated and implemented a series of tests for
newborns to help target, treat and possibly eliminate
certain genetic diseases. Newborn metabolic screening
(NMS) takes blood drops from a heel poke of an infant,
collected on filter paper, which is then sealed when dry.
Samples are sent to centralized laboratories where they
undergo a battery of tests including mass spectrometry
and DNA microarray technology. Such advanced testing
is said to help identify dozens of potentially dangerous
genetic abnormalities that could affect the future health
of a child.1 What has placed NMS practices in many
countries at odds with public perception, however, is
what health authorities do with the dried blood spots
(DBS) after the screening is completed. Samples are
routinely stored for at least one year after testing to
ensure there is a specimen available for re-testing if
necessary and for on-going quality assurance/quality
control of the tests being performed2. Members of the
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public and privacy advocates have expressed concern
about the longer term non-consensual retention of DBS
for secondary uses such as research.3 The collection and
storage of DBS gives rise to tissue repositories or biobanks.
Such collections raise numerous ethical questions,
including issues related to access, informed consent
and privacy. Canadian jurisdictions have yet to legislate
on the practice of DBS retention and secondary use of
stored DBS. The first legal challenge to DBS retention in
Canada was initiated in British Columbia in May 20104
and this case will provide an opportunity to address
unsettled issues. This paper provides an overview of the
NMS programs and DBS storage practices in Canada.
This summary provides a foundation for a discussion of
the legal and ethical dilemmas raised by the creation of
DBS biobanks. Recent American cases of Beleno v. Texas
Department of State Health Services5 and Bearder v. Minnesota6
groundbreaking precedents concerning the collection of
DBS, are incorporated into a larger discussion related
to the probable outcome of similar legal arguments in
Canadian jurisprudence.
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Up until a decade ago, little was known of the retention
and storage practices for DBS. With the exponential
growth of genetic research worldwide, however, the
demand for tissue samples, including DBS, has risen.7
Biobanks and the millions of infant DNA samples
contained within them are said to represent an
enormous potential resource for scientific study. In a
2002 workshop, the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention commented on the importance of access to
DBS: “leftover DBS specimens are a unique, valuable
population-based source for important public health
surveillance and potential epidemiologic research.”8
However, privacy advocates and concerned citizens
have seized upon the fact that there is a noted absence
of regulatory policy or legal instrument in Canada that
controls the retention and dissemination of stored DBS.9
Such concerns have been distilled into constitutional
and legal challenges, discussed in more detail below.10

Newborn Screening Programs
In Canada, where NMS is an integral part of the public
health program, there is currently no legislation that
directly regulates the collection, retention and secondary
use of DBS. NMS programs in North America have been
implemented by governments as public health initiatives
and have progressed over 50 years to become a part of
routine, preventive medicine. As such, NMS programs
are not required to obtain explicit consent from the
parents of newborns for the collection and retention of
DBS.11 The justification for NMS programs is evidenced
through the early detection of life threatening genetic
conditions in newborns which, in turn, provides a direct
benefit to newborns while posing minimal risk of harm.
As Bartha Knoppers states, “[I]n newborn screening
programs, consent is presumed and justified on the basis
that when a disease is treatable, a newborn has a right to
be screened and to be treated.”12 Furthermore, as Claude
Laberge et al. note, “[C]onsent is presumed because it
is defined in term of the best interest of the child and
of society.”13 Their view aligns closely with that of the
World Health Organization (WHO), which believe NMS
programs should be mandatory if there is benefit to
the newborn.14 Therefore, it can be adduced that, from
a governmental stance, there is an overriding interest
in favour of the child to maintain NMS programs. That
is not to say that parents are not informed about NMS
programs but that countries like Canada “have opted for
the presumed consent model where parents are invited
to sign admission papers and consent to NBS as part of

routine paediatric procedures when they arrive at the
hospital at the time of delivery.”15
The Alberta Newborn Metabolic Screening Program,
based on the NMS program in the Province of Ontario,
is not grounded in statute. Run under the auspices
of the Chief Medical Officer of Health, the Alberta
NMS program currently operates with a primary goal
of monitoring quality assurance.16 This focus directs
health care providers to undertake the NMS programs
as a means of disease surveillance. Arguably, this
surveillance is undertaken at the behest of the Chief
Medical Officer under the provisions of Section 15(1)
of the Public Health Act;17 however, the regulatory
provisions of the Alberta NMS program are currently
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have been implemented by
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routine, preventive medicine.

contained in the Public Health Act’s Standards and
Guidelines, a draft document created in 2000, and have
yet to be codified. Such is the trend across Canada as the
majority of provinces and territories still do not have
legislation specifically mandating newborn screening in
Canada.18 Furthermore, the storage and use of residual
DBS are not governed under any Canadian legislation.19
Arguably, the government’s retention of DBS has gone
largely unnoticed by the public until recently.20 As
NMS programs “are part of mandated pediatric norms”
health care workers throughout Canada have not
been required to obtain explicit consent from parents
for the collection of DBS.21 Alberta, like its provincial
counterparts, continues to operate within a presumed
consent model whereby consent is granted by parents
through acknowledgment of NMS “as a part of routine
pediatric procedures when they arrive at the hospital at
the time of delivery”.22 While the importance of NMS
is not in doubt,23 the storage and secondary use of DBS
has become a potential maelstrom of legal, social and
political unrest.
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Recent Legal Challenges
On March 12, 2009, five parents in Texas filed a lawsuit
against the Texas Department of State Health Services
(DHS). In Beleno v. Texas Dept. of State Health Serv.24, the
parents claim that the DHS broke both state and federal
law when the health authorities failed to obtain the
plaintiffs’ consent for the collection, retention and
secondary use of DBS during the legally mandated
newborn screening program process. Although Texas
legislation is being amended to deal with the specific
issues of parental consent and secondary uses25, the
claim in Beleno dealt with the period of time in which
there was no legislative instrument. After a failed
attempt to have the case dismissed26, the DHS agreed
to a settlement proposal that would see the destruction

As NMS programs have attracted
greater attention due to US
litigation, there has been a surge
in public concern over the ethical
considerations that DBS storage
raises.

of five million DBS taken from newborns during the
period 2002 to 2009.27 Despite a number of efficacy
and policy arguments to the contrary28, the destruction
order has taken effect and a large repository of genetic
information has been lost.
In a factually similar case, a group of Minnesota parents
filed a civil complaint, in June 2009, against the state
of Minnesota and the Minnesota Department of Health
(MDH) for violating the Minnesota Genetic Privacy Act
and retaining DBS without parental consent.29 However,
in November 2009, the presiding judge gave an order
granting the MDH’s Motion to Dismiss.30 The judge’s
acceptance of the MDH’s position meant that even if the
Genetic Privacy Act were to be applied in the current case,
the statutory interpretation of the Act would be such that
the MDH would be exempt from the statute in relation
to the retention and secondary use of DBS.31
As NMS programs have attracted greater attention due
to US litigation, there has been a surge in public concern
over the ethical considerations that DBS storage raises.
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In May of 2010, the British Columbia Civil Liberties
Association lodged a complaint with the Privacy
Commissioner alleging that the Province, through both
past practices and the proposal of Bill-1132, was violating
the privacy rights of its citizens by not having obtained
informed consent of parents concerning the NMS process
and subsequent retention and secondary use of DBS.33
From this complaint came the filing of the first legal
challenge to the retention and secondary use practices of
the province of British Columbia. On 14 May, 2010, Ms.
Natalie Docherty, on behalf of her infant children, filed
a statement of claim in the Supreme Court of British
Columbia.34 This marks the first such action in Canada
but follows a similar path to the legal actions previously
commenced in the United States.
While NMS programs accrue a direct benefit to
newborns, the benefits of retention and secondary uses
of DBS are not as clear. DBS may potentially be used
to further scientific discovery but there are fears that
dissemination of an individual’s genetic information will
lead to violations of an individual’s privacy and potential
abuse.35 The right to control biomedical samples is
a historically divisive issue36 and one that requires
extensive investigation and careful analysis. At the crux
of the matter is the issue of consent. The issue of consent,
with a particular focus on DBS and secondary research
practices, has been a discussion point for many years.37

Analysis/Discussion
In relation to the retention and dissemination of DBS,
the most common argument made by privacy advocates
and concerned parents is that there is not an effective
level of communication between members of the
public and health care providers conducting the NMS
programs. As Beth Tarini noted, “if policy makers fail
to engage in a discussion with parents and the public
about using the screening results for research, that could
create a public backlash and threaten the viability of a
potentially valuable public health resource.38” To test
such a hypothesis, Tarini conducted an Internet-based
study of parents which examined their willingness “to
permit use of their children’s NBS samples for research
with/without their permission” and “to allow NBS
sample storage”.39 Tarini et al. concluded that “[T]hreequarters of parents would permit use of their children’s
[DBS] samples for research if their permission is
obtained”.40 The disconnect between state and parent
arguably lay in the lack of defined policy statements
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concerning the consent rights of parents regarding their
children’s DBS.41 Only recently have individual states in
the USA begun to legislate the length of time DBS can
be stored (ranging from one year to twenty-one years
to indefinitely) and how secondary uses of DBS will be
regulated.42 The delay in action, however, has had an
associated cost.
The Beleno case highlights a loss in public trust in both
the scientific community and government. As the Texas
Department of State Health Services came to realize,
despite their best intentions, years of diligence in the
collection of DBS were lost because of a rising fear
amongst its citizens. Media centers across the United
States and Canada seized upon the concerns voiced by
parents and members of privacy advocacy groups. On
February 4, 2010, CNN Senior Medical Correspondent
Elizabeth Cohen gave the world the story of Isabel
Brown, a newborn whose mother, Annie, was concerned
about the genetic test results they received. Having
been unaware of the NMS testing, Ms. Brown was told
that Isabel carried a gene that put her at risk for cystic
fibrosis. Ms. Brown was more shocked to learn that the
government had mandated NMS and did not require her
consent and could store Isabel’s DBS indefinitely. “I know
the government says my baby’s data will be kept private,
but I’m not so sure” says Ms. Brown. “I feel like my
trust has been taken”.43 Ms. Brown’s story and views are
not unique. Across North America there has been a rise
in public concern. Groups such as the Citizens’ Council
on Health Care and the Texas Civil Rights Project have
spearheaded the movement to publicize DBS retention
practices. The unfortunate result, for both the public and
science, includes not only the loss of public trust but the
potential loss of a valuable reserve of genetic material.
As public concern over the practices of tissue storage
and genetic research have reached across the border to
Canada, the differing outcomes of the Beleno and Bearder
cases leave pause to wonder how Canadian courts might
deal with such issues.
As the Supreme Court of British Columbia is now tasked
with dissecting the issues connected with DBS collection
and retention it is important to consider how the courts
might deal with the Docherty claims’ assertion that there
have been serious deficiencies in the consent process
and numerous breaches of privacy. Both the Beleno and
Bearder cases came about as a direct result of the states
of Texas and Minnesota proposing new laws to deal
with the collection and retention of DBS.44 As there is

no Canadian legislation or case law directly on point,
it is likely that an arbiter would turn to existing law on
consent. As Caulfield and Knoppers note:
While the obligation to obtain consent when
using health and other personal information
is a strong norm in Canada, other social goals,
including the pursuit of research, have had
an influence on Canadian consent laws. This
balancing is most clearly reflected in provincial
health information legislation which permits
nonconsensual exceptions for research.45
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in public trust in both the scientific
community and government.
Media centers across the United
States and Canada seized upon
the concerns voiced by parents
and members of privacy advocacy
groups.

Thus, the issue of consent in the context of DBS
collection and retention must be examined by looking
at Canadian consent case law and research ethics policy.
While Canadian courts have had limited opportunity to
define consent in the context of research, the Supreme
Court of Canada (SCC) has several decisions emphasizing
the importance of informed consent.46 Such decisions
follow a strong tradition in the Canadian legal system
of placing a high standard on researchers to disclose all
risks to human participants. As the court in Halushka v.
University of Saskatchewan stated, the duty of disclosure of
investigators to their subjects is “at least as great as, if not
greater than, the duty owed by the ordinary physician
or surgeon to his patient.”47 This led authors Kathleen
Cranley Glass and Trudo Lemmens to note that the
standard for disclosure is higher for research involving
human participants than it is for therapy and is the
“most exacting duty possible, requiring ‘full and frank
disclosure’48 of all risks.”49 The SCC has also stated that
health information and tissue “remain in a fundamental
sense one’s own”50 and that such information “goes to
the personal integrity and autonomy” of the individual.51
The courts would also have to keep a watchful eye
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on the effect a DBS retention and secondary use
decision would have on provincial privacy and health
information legislation. Each province has legislation
that deals specifically with how personal information
can be accessed which provide protection to individuals’
privacy rights. Any action in this area would need to be
sensitive to the federal/ provincial legislative dynamic.

genetic samples but, at the same time, expand upon
the decision in Bearder and establish a NMS system
that offers better communication between parents and
health care providers. Only through the creation of a
careful balance can the scientific community hope to
renew the public’s trust.

Without definitive legislation or case law to rely upon, a
court could also consider existing research ethics policy.
The Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research
Involving Humans, Canada’s de facto research ethics
policy, could provide a supplement to existing consent
law.52 Like the law, the TCPS emphasizes the importance
of informed consent. However, the TCPS also contains
an exception to the requirement to get specific consent,
such as when, inter alia, a Research Ethics Board
(REB) considers that the research is of minimal risk
to participants, the consent waiver is unlikely to affect
the rights and welfare of participants and the research
cannot be practically carried out otherwise (Article 2.1).
This point will likely be seized upon by researchers and
health care providers as the retention and secondary use
of DBS is likely to have minimal risk to the newborns
participating. However, the TCPS also focuses on the
importance of informed consent while conducting
genetic research (Article 8.1) and the collection and
storage of genetic material (Article 8.6). 53 Article 10
provides, perhaps, the key principle whereby specific
consent is likely required for any research project that
involves the collection of genetic material.54 This may
be the most significant factor if the courts incorporate
the TCPS in their decision making process as health care
providers currently operate under a presumed consent
model in their administration of NMS programs in
Canada.
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Conclusion
Whatever the courts’ decision in Docherty provides, it
is clear that the collection and secondary use of DBS
from NMS programs in Canada cannot continue in
its current form. The scientific community is desirous
of accumulating and disseminating human tissue
samples, as such practices have the potential to lead
to important medical discoveries; this desire must,
however, be weighed against an individual’s interest in
their tissue and their right to decide its future use.55 One
would hope that the courts do not follow the decision
in Beleno and require destruction of millions of viable
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